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Thanks to a large, ultra high definition 7” LCD colour 
display, the world outside presents a more vivid and 
inviting picture than ever. And the image of whoever 
happens to be ringing the bell is perfect too, down to 
the smallest detail.

The LCD TFT colour screen offers a 
magnificently large and well-defined 
image: 7” with 1024x600 pixel 
resolution.

Ultra high 
resolution.

You can automatically or manually 
capture images of the caller at the 
entrance panel. Adding a micro 
SD memory allows you to capture 
up to 1000 images or 128 videos, 
which you can browse at your 
leisure.

Record who 
calls you.

The advanced touchscreen menu is 
configurable in different languages (Italian, 
English, French, Spanish, German, Greek, 
Portuguese or Dutch).

Choose the menu 
language.

The monitor ringtone can also be turned 
off for a programmable time. A light 
indicates when the “Do not disturb” 
function is activated.

Don’t want to be 
disturbed?

The monitor ringtone for calls from 
the 2 entrance panels and intercom 
calls can be differentiated by 
selecting from 6 different melodies.

Identify callers 
before answering.

The monitor with wall installation 
bracket protrudes only 1.8 cm.

Slim 
profile.

Advanced functions and 
touchscreen monitor
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Control over all video entryphone system 
functions and settings is immediate, thanks to a 
particularly intuitive scrolling menu. In addition, 
all alerts are delivered by way of a similarly clear 
and uncluttered graphic interface.

All functions at your 
fingertips.

The lock on a pedestrian gate/door and 
automatic gate can be activated using a 
timed command.

Open the pedestrian 
or automatic gate.

All cameras connected to the system, 
including panel cameras and outdoor 
cameras, can be selected cyclically from 
the monitor.

Wide field of 
vision.

From any monitor it is possible to call and 
communicate with other monitors connected 
to the system.

Intercom 
calls.

With a 7” high-definition LCD colour display 
and capacitive keypad, all the video entryphone 
system functions are at your fingertips.

At any time, you can adjust the call 
ringtone volume, talk/listen volume and 
display brightness, contrast and colour, 
even during a conversation.

Everything under 
control.

The LCD TFT colour screen offers 
a magnificently large image: 7” with 
800x420 pixel resolution.

High 
resolution.

Theringtone, which are different for 
panel calls and intercom calls, are 
selectable from 6 different melodies.

Choose the 
melody.

Monitors are supplied as standard with a 
bracket for fixing directly to the wall or on 
a rectangular 3-module flush mounting 
box.

Easy 
installation.

Monitor with capacitive keypad




